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Abstract  

In this paper, we introduce the concepts of I and I convergence of sequences of functions and the 

concepts of I and I Cauchy sequences of functions in p -adic linear 2-normed spaces. Also we 

investigate the relation between these concepts in p -adic linear 2-normed spaces. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Gähler [1] introduced the concept of linear 2-normed spaces in 1965 and it has since been expanded in 

different fields. Lewandowska published a lot of papers on 2-normed sets and convergent sequences...etc. 

(see ([4], [7], [8], [9], [12]). P.Kostyrko et al [6] were very first to introduce ideal convergence of 

sequences, which is a generalization of statistical convergence. The concepts of I cluster point and 
I limit point of a sequence in metric space were first discussed in [5] and established some results 

between these concepts. The relation between I cluster points and ordinary limit points of sequences in 2-

normed spaces was studied by A.Sahiner et al [13] and Gurdal [2].Gurdal and Isil Acik [3, 11] proposed the 

concept of I-Cauchy sequences in 2-normed spaces. I Convergence and I Cauchy Sequences of 

Functions in 2-normed spaces were introduced by Mukaddes Arslan and Erdinc Dundar [16]. 

             

The connection between the concepts in p-adic numbers, p-adic analysis and linear 2-normed spaces was 

first introduced by Mehmet Acikgoz ([10]). Certain p-adic linear 2-normed space properties were introduced 

by B.Surender Reddy [14]. The concept of ideal convergent sequences in p-adic linear 2-normed spaces 

introduced by B.Surender Reddy and D.Shankaraiah [15].  

 

This paper’s major goal is to introduce the notion of I and I convergence of sequences of functions, 

I and I Cauchy sequences of functions in p -adic linear 2-normed spaces. Furthermore, we establish 

how these ideas relate to one another in p -adic linear 2-normed spaces. 
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2. Preliminaries 

 

Definition 2.1: Let K  be field of real or complex numbers and X be a linear space of dimension higher than 

1 over K . Suppose ),( N  be a real valued function on XX   which is non-negative and fulfills the 

following criteria: 

1). 0),( yxN  and 0),( yxN  if and only if x and y are linearly dependent     vectors, 

2). ),(),( xyNyxN   for all Xyx , ,   

3). ),(),( yxNyxN    for all K  and ,x y X , 

4). ),(),(),( zyNzxNzyxN   for all , ,x y z X . 

Then ),( N  is called a 2-norm on X and the pair )),(,( NX is called a linear 2-normed space.  

      

Definition 2.2: Let K  be field of real or complex numbers and X be a linear space of dimension higher than 

1 over K .Suppose ( , ) pN    be a real valued function on X X  which is non-negative and fulfills the 

following criteria: 

1). ( , ) 0pN x z   if and only if x and z are linearly dependent vectors. 

2). ( , ) ( , ) . ( , )p p pN xy z N x z N y z  for all , ,x y z X , 

3). ( , ) ( , ) ( , )p p pN x y z N x z N y z    for all , ,x y z X ,  

4).  pzxN ),( ( , ) pN x z  for all K  and Xzx , . 

Then ( , ) pN    is called a p-adic 2-norm on X and the pair ( , ( , ) )pX N   is called p-adic linear 2-normed 

space.  

Proposition 2.3: If a sequence }{ nx in a p-adic linear 2-normed space pNX ),(,(  ) is convergent to Xx , 

then ppn
n

zxNzxN ),(),(lim 


 for each z X . 

Proposition 2.4: If  lim ( , )n p
n

N x z


 exists then 1}{ nnx  is a Cauchy sequence w.r.t. ( , ) pN   . 

Definition 2.5: A sequence 1}{ nnx  is a null sequence in p-adic linear 2-normed space if  lim ( , ) 0n p
n

N x z


  

for all z X . 

A family of sets YI 2 (power sets of NY  ) is said to be an ideal if  

a). I ,  

b). IQP ,  IQP   and  

c). IP , PQ  IQ .  

A family of non empty sets YF 2  is a filter on Y  if and only if F , FQP   for each FQP , , and 

any subset of an element of F  is in F . An ideal I is called non-trivial if I and IY  . Clearly I  is a 

non-trivial ideal if and only if )(IFF  }:{ IPPY   is a filter inY , called the filter associated with the 

ideal I .  A non-trivial ideal I  is called admissible if and only if  IYxx :}{ . 

An admissible ideal YI 2 is said to have the property (AP) if for any sequence ,...,, 321 PPP  of mutually 

disjoint sets of I  there is a sequence  ,...,, 321 QQQ  of sets such that each symmetric difference ii QP , 

....,3,2,1i  is finite and IQQ i
i




1
.   

Lemma 2.6: Let 

1}{ iiP  be a countable collection of subsets of N  such that )(IFPi   for each i , where 

)(IF  is a filter associated by an admissible ideal I  with property (AP). Then there is a set NP   such that 

)(IFP  and the set iPP   is finite for all i . 

Definition 2.7:  Let NI 2 be a non trivial ideal in N . A sequence }{ nx in a p-adic linear 2-normed 

space pNX ),(,(  ) is X  is said to be I convergent to X  if for each 0  and non- zero z  in X  the 

set   IzxxNNnA pn   ),(:)( .  If }{ nx  is I convergent to Xx , then we write 

I 0),(lim 


pn
n

zxxN  or I ppn
n

zxNzxN ),(),(lim 


 for each non-zero Xz . The number x  is called 

I limit of the sequence }{ nx . 
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3. I and I Cauchy sequences of functions in p-adic linear 2-normed spaces 

 

In this section, we present the concepts of I and I convergence of sequences of functions, as well as the 

concepts of I and I Cauchy sequences of functions in p -adic linear 2-normed spaces. Additionally, we 

establish how these ideas relate to one another in p -adic linear 2-normed spaces. 

 

Throughout this paper,   
pNX ,, 11  and   

pNX ,, 22  are two p -adic linear 2-normed spaces,  nf  and 

 ng are two sequences of functions and f  is a function from 1X  to 2X . 

 

Definition 3.1: The sequence of functions  nf  is said to be convergent to f  if for each 0 and for each 

2z X there exists Nn 0  such that 


pn
n

zxfxfN )),()((lim 2  0nn   and 1Xx . 

       2 1 0 0 20 ( ) ( ),n p
z X x X n N n n N f x f x z             . This can be expressed as  

2 ( , )
( ) ( )pN

nf x f x
 

  for each 1Xx  or we write 2 ( , ) pN

nf f
 

 .  

 

Definition 3.2: The sequence of functions  nf  is said to be I pointwise convergent to f  if for each 

0 and each non zero 2z X  the set  2( , ) : ( ( ) ( ), )n pA z n N N f x f x z I       

Or 0)),()((lim 2 


pn
n

zxfxfNI ,for each 1Xx  or ppn
n

zxfNzxfNI )),(()),((lim 22 


,for each non-

zero z in 2X . The function  f  is called I limit of the sequence of functions nf .  

Lemma 3.3: Let NI 2 be an admissible ideal with property (AP). If a sequence of functions  nf  is 

I pointwise convergent to f  then there exists a set )(IFP , .......}.....{ 21  kmmmP  such 

that 0)),()((lim 2 


pm
k

zxfxfN
k

, for each non-zero 2Xz . 

Proof: Let a sequence of functions  nf be I pointwise convergent to f .Then for each 0  and non- 

zero 2Xz , the set IzxfxfNNnzA pn  })),()((:{),( 2  . For each Ni  and non-zero 2Xz , 

define a sets })),()((:{ 1
2 ipni zxfxfNNnP   and  ii PNH  

})),()((:{ 1
2 ipn zxfxfNNn  . Then for each Ni , IH i   and )(IFPi  . By Lemma (2.6), we have 

)(IFP such that ........}....{ 21  kmmmP  and iPP   is finite set for all i . Now define the 

sequence }{ ng such that nn fg   for each Pn  and fg n  for Pn . Then 0)),()((lim 2 


pn
n

zxfxgN  

which implies that 0)),()((lim 2 


pm
k

zxfxfN
k

, for each non-zero 2Xz . 

Now we introduce the concept of I convergence of sequence of functions in p -adic linear 2-normed 

spaces.  

Definition 3.4: A sequence of functions nf is said to be I pointwise convergent to f if and only if there 

exists a set )(IFM  , ......}.....{ 21  kmmmM such that 0)),()((lim 2 


pm
k

zxfxfN
k

, for each 

non-zero 2Xz .   

If  nf  is I pointwise convergent to f , then we write 0)),()((lim 2 




pn
n

zxfxfNI  or  

ppn
n

zxfNzxfNI )),(()),((lim 22 



, for each non-zero z in 2X . The function  f  is called I limit of 

the sequence of functions nf .  

From Lemma (3.3), it follows that if I  is an admissible ideal with property (AP) and a sequence of 

functions  nf is I pointwise convergent to f  then  nf  is I pointwise convergent to f .  

Lemma 3.5: Let NI 2 be an admissible ideal.  If 0)),()((lim 2 




pn
n

zxfxfNI  then 
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0)),()((lim 2 


pn
n

zxfxfNI   for each non-zero 2Xz  .  

Proof: Let NI 2 be an admissible ideal and 0)),()((lim 2 




pn
n

zxfxfNI . Then there exists a set 

IH  such that for ......}.....{ 21  kmmmHNM  we have  

 0)),()((lim 2 


pm
k

zxfxfN
k

, for each non-zero 2Xz .                                                      (3.6) 

 Let 0 . By virtue of (3.6) there exists Nk 0  such that 


pm
k

zxfxfN
k

)),()((lim  for each 0kk  .  

Then obviously  

}.......{})),()((:{),(
0212 kpn mmmHzxfxfNNnzA                             (3.7) 

The set on the right hand side of (3.7) belongs to I (since I is an admissible). So IA )( . 

Therefore 0)),()((lim 2 


pn
n

zxfxfNI , for each non-zero 2Xz .  

From Lemma (3.3) and Lemma (3.5) we obtain the following Lemma which gives the equivalence 

between I convergence and I convergence in p -adic linear 2-normed spaces.  

Lemma 3.8: Let NI 2  be an admissible ideal with property (AP),  nf be a sequence of functions and f  

be a function from 1X  to 2X . Then nf  is I pointwise convergent to f  if and only if  nf  is 

I pointwise convergent to f . 

 

Now we introduce the concepts I  and I  Cauchy sequences in p -adic linear 2-normed spaces. Also, we 

establish the relation between these concepts in p -adic linear 2-normed spaces. 

  

Definition 3.9: Let NI 2  be an admissible ideal. The sequence of functions  nf  is said to be I Cauchy 

sequence, if for each 0  and non-zero 2Xz  there exists a number ),( zl   such 

that IzxfxfNNk plk  })),()((:{ 2  . 

Definition 3.10: Let NI 2  be an admissible ideal. Then the sequence of functions  nf  is said to be 

I Cauchy sequence if there exists a set )(,........}.....{ 21 IFMNmmmM k   such that the 

sequence }{
kmf  is a Cauchy sequence. i.e., 0),(lim 2

,



pmm

lk
zffN

lk
  for each non-zero 2Xz . 

Theorem 3.11: Let I  be an admissible ideal. If the sequence of functions  nf is I Cauchy sequence 

then  nf is I Cauchy sequence. 

Proof: Let I  be an admissible ideal and  nf be I Cauchy sequence. Then by definition there exists the 

set ,.....}.....{ 21 NmmmM k   )(IFM   such that  pmm zxfxfN
lk

)),()((2 for every non-

zero 2Xz and )(, 0 klk  . Let 10
)(  kml  . Then for every 0 , we have  plm zxfxfN

k
)),()((2 , for  

every non-zero 2Xz  and 0kk  . Now put MNH  . It is clear that IH   and              

......}.....{})),()((:{),( 212  kpln mmmHzxfxfNNnzA  .       (3.12) 

Then the set on the R.H.S. of (3.12) belongs to I  because I is an admissible ideal. Therefore for every  

0  we find )(l  such that IzA ),(  i.e.,  nf  is I Cauchy sequence. 

Now we will prove that I convergence implies I Cauchy condition in a p -adic linear 2-normed 

spaces.  

Theorem 3.13: Let I  be an admissible ideal and 0),)((lim 2 




pn
n

zfxfNI where  nf is a sequence of 

functions. Then  nf is I  Cauchy sequence in X . In other words, let I  be an admissible ideal and if a 

sequence of functions  nf  is I convergent to f , then  nf is I Cauchy sequence.  

Proof: Let I  be an admissible ideal. Suppose  nf is a sequence of functions is I convergent to f .Then 
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there exists the set )(IFM  , ,......}.....{ 21 NmmmM k   such that 0),)((lim 2 


pm
k

zfxfN
k

 

for each non-zero 2Xz . It shows that there exists )(00 kk   such that 
2

),)((2


 pm zfxfN

k
for 

every 0 , non-zero 2Xz  and 0kk  .     

        pmm zxfxfN
lk

)),()((2  = pmm zxfffxfN
lk

)),()((2   

                                             = pmm zfxffxfN
lk

)),)(())(((2   

                                             ≤ pm zfxfN
k

),)((2  + pm zfxfN
l

),)((2   

                                             <
2


+

2


= , for every 0 , non-zero z in 2X  and 0kk  , 0kl   . 

          0),(lim 2
,




pmm
lk

zffN
lk

 

       }{
kmf is Cauchy sequence. 

         }{ nf  is a I Cauchy sequence. 

According to Theorem (3.11),    }{ nf  is I Cauchy sequence.  

The following corollary, which gives the relation between I convergence and I Cauchy sequence in a 

p -adic linear 2-normed spaces, is derived from Theorem (3.13) and Lemma (3.8).  

 Corollary 3.14: Let NI 2  be an admissible ideal with property (AP). If 0),(lim 2 


pn
n

zffNI ,  for 

each non- zero 2Xz  then a sequence of functions }{ nf  is I Cauchy sequence i.e., if }{ nf  is 

I convergence to f then }{ nf  is I Cauchy sequence. 

The following theorem, which states that the equivalence of I Cauchy sequence and I Cauchy 

sequence in the case I  has the property (AP). 

 

Theorem 3.15: Let I be an admissible ideal with property (AP). Then }{ nf is I Cauchy sequence if and 

only if }{ nf is I Cauchy sequence. 

Proof: Let }{ nf  be I Cauchy sequence. Then by Theorem (3.11), }{ nf  is also I Cauchy sequence. Let 

}{ nf  be I Cauchy sequence. Now we have to prove that }{ nf  is a I Cauchy sequence. There exists )(l  

such that IzffNNnzA pln  }),(:{),( 2  , for each  >0 and non-zero 2Xz . Let 

,.......,3,2,1},
1

),(:{ 2  i
i

zffNNnP pmni i
where )(1

ii Nm  . 

Since I
i

zffNNnPNH pmnii i
 }

1
),(:{ 2 , for each Ni  and non-zero 2Xz , therefore 

NiIFPi  ),( .Since I has (AP) property then by Lemma (3.4) there exists a set NP   such that 

)(IFP  and the set iPP   is finite for all i . Now we have to show that 0),(lim 2
,




pmn
mn

zffN ; 

Pnm , and for each non-zero 2Xz . For this, let 0  and Nj  be such that


2
j . If Pnm ,  then 

jPP  is a finite set, so there exists )( jkk   such that 
jPm  and 

jPn  for all )(, jknm  .Therefore 

j
zffN pmn j

1
),(2   and

j
zffN pmm j

1
),(2  , for all )(, jknm  and non-zero 2Xz .  

Now  pmmmnpmn zffffNzffN
jj

),(),( 22   

                                     = pmmmn zffffN
jj

)),()((2   

                                    pmmpmn zffNzffN
jj

),(),( 22    
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        < 
j

1
+

j

1
 =

j

2
 < 2(

2


) = , for )(, jknm  and each non-zero 2Xz .  

Hence, for any 0  there exists )(kk   such that for )(, knm   

and )(, IFPnm  ,  pmn zffN ),(2 , for each non-zero 2Xz . This shows that the sequence }{ nf  is 

I Cauchy sequence. Thus }{ nf is I Cauchy sequence if and only if  }{ nf  is I Cauchy sequence. 
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